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12PCE METRIC SINGLE WAY COMBINATION RATCHETING OPEN END

GEAR SPANNER SET K3099 BY KINCROME

The Kincrome Gear Spanner has all the benefits of standard

spanners and more. The strong fine gear ratcheting ring end

needs as little as 5 ° of sweep to move fastener, a standard

fixed ring end needs a minimum of 30 °, or 6 times the area.

Kincrome Gear Spanner ratcheting ring end has a Peripheral

Drive™ configuration that virtually eliminates the rounding

off of fasteners. The narrow and thin head, combined with

fine gear tooth design makes the Kincrome Gear Spanner

suitable for working in tight and hard to access areas where a

ratchet and socket will not fit. Combined with the 'Fine Tooth'

technology Kincrome Gear Spanners are the 'state of the art'

in spanners, and come with a handy plastic storage case.

The ratcheting open end feature allows increased working

speed, eliminating the need to remove the spanner from the

fastener after each turn

The wide jaw configuration allows faster and easier

engagement with the fastener and the 'Anti Slip' pawl design

provides greater surface contact to protect and help prevent

rounding of the fastener

The ratcheting ring feature allows increased working speed,

eliminating the need to remove the spanner from the

fastener after each turn

With a 0 ° offset, the Gear ring head has directional arrows on

both sides indicating either forward or reverse direction

To change direction simply turn the spanner over

Includes:- 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

SKU Option Part # Price

8712724 K3099 $249

Model

Type Spanner Set â�  Geared

SKU 8712724

Part Number K3099

Barcode 9312753993395

Brand Kincrome

Technical - Main

Imperial (SAE) / Metric / Torx Metric

Dimensions

Product Length 178 mm

Product Width 48 mm

Product Height 280 mm

Product Weight (Net Weight) 1.43 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.429 kg

Quantity Per Pack 12
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